DUNESIDE LIFE
(Illinois Eligible)

BILLY FLOYD: Foaled March 21, 2013; Brand OL047

DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($190,325) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50. Duneside Perch's oldest foals are four-year-olds in 2014. Sire of 53 to 2:09: 15 in 1:55 including UNLOCKED p,3,1:50. DUNE IN RED p,4,1:51.2. SILVER DEVIL p,3,1:52. NOTORIOUS/CARDSHARK p,3,1:53. ALIYAH MARIA (M) p,3,1:53.3. etc. 2014 two-year-olds include DAKOTA ROASTER p,2,1:57.4h (race timed 1:58.1). DUNESIDE SPLASH (M) p,2,Q1:58.1. GETTER DONE DUNE p,3,1:58.4 h. PERCH'S DREAM p,3,2:03. FROSTY DUNE p,3,2:03. UNCLE SP p,3,2:03, etc.

1st Dam
MODERN LIFE p,2,1:55.2 f, 1:53.9 f ($287,988) by Life Sign p,3,1:50.3. 14 wins at 2 and 3, A2, B (6-1-1) and winner leg and Final OSSA S. at Harrington. Final OSSA S. at Dover and KYSS elim. at Lexington; second in OSSA S. at Harrington; third in $133,320 KYSS Final at Lexington. At 3, 19 (8-2-1) with seasonal earnings of $208,836 and winner Adioo Volo S. at Pocono; 2 legs and Final OSSA S. at Harrington, 2 legs and Final OSSA S. at Dover Downs and A-j. Open at Dover Downs; second in $200,000 Tattersalls S. and $118,000 Bluegrass S.; third in Study Daisy S. Dam of 7 foals, 5 winners, including:

- ALLEMANNAKINGAE p,3,1:53.9 f, 1:52.1 f (m, Western Hanover) ($85,687). 10 wins. At 2, race timed 1:55.4. Racing and a multiple winner in 14.
- MODERN PERCH p,2,2,00.1 h-14 h, (Duneshide Perch) ($2,091). Now 2, 4 (2-0-0) and winner Illini S. at Marshall and Big Ten at Yonkers. Melko (m, Alamerican Native), At 2, 2 starts; race timed 1:56.1 and 1:58.1. Now 3.
- Fat Lady Sings (m, Camluck). Dam of JOHNNY COME LATELY p,4,1:52.2 ($102,075).

2nd Dam
CYD CHARISSE p,2,1:59 f ($6,647) by Jate Lobell p,3,1:51.2. 1 win at 2. At 2, 3rd leg Selloco Downs Series; race timed 1:56.1. Dam of 7 foals, 5 winners, including:

- MODERN LIFE p,2,1:55.2 f, 1:53.9 f (m, Life Sign) ($287,988). 14 wins. As above.
- JUST FOR LIFE p,2,1:57.3 f, 1:53.9 g, (Life Sign) ($135,988). 18 wins. At 2, race timed 1:56. At 3, winner leg Summerwine Series at Woodbine; third in the Final Summerwine Series.
- LIFE PULSE p,2,1:59.1 l, 1:55.6 f, 1:54.3 f (m, Life Sign) ($81,763). 17 wins. At 2, race timed 1:57.
- GIVE NEW LIFE p,2,1:54.4 g, (Life Sign) ($7,311). 2 wins at 2 and 3. Finisage (m, Artiscape). Dam of ALLEMANNA FARGO p,4,1:54.5 h ($289,255). ALLEMANNA FATE p,2,1:55 f and CITYSCAPE p,3,1:56.4 f ($49,641).

3rd Dam
SILK STOCKINGS p,2,1:58.2 f, 1:55.2 f ($894,894) by Most Happy Fella p,3,1:55.2. 42 wins. World Champion. Sister to MAY WINE p,4,1:52.3 ($377,265). NAPA VALLEY p,3,1:55.4 f ($342,634). Dam of 10 foals, 7 winners, including:

- TEMUJI p,2,1:54.1 f, 1:34.3 3 h (Race Time) ($633,284). 12 wins at 2 and 3. World Champion.

Consigned by Fanter's Acres, Arcola, IL, Agent for Al Siebert and Jon Becker
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